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EssentialsPulmonary embolism (PE) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States, and the management of acute PE remains poorly standardized.PE response teams (PERTs) are being established around the world to provide rapid, individualized, and expert‐based care for patients with acute PE.Preliminary results from early adopters suggest that PERTs feasible and facilitates access to advanced therapies.Research is needed to determine if the PERT approach improves survival, reduces long‐term complications, and is cost‐effective.

1. INTRODUCTION {#rth212216-sec-0003}
===============

Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality.[1](#rth212216-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#rth212216-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#rth212216-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} In the United States, there are approximately 900 000 cases of venous thromboembolism (VTE), including deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and PE, every year. Of those, 150 000 to 250 000 are PE‐related hospitalizations and 60 000 to 100 000 deaths, making it the third most common cause of cardiovascular death.[4](#rth212216-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#rth212216-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The diagnosis and treatment of acute PE can be challenging, as it has a heterogenous range of presentations, from an asymptomatic incidentally identified PE to one that causes hemodynamic instability or even sudden death. Over the past decade, there has been a surge of new therapeutic tools and strategies designed to treat PE patients. Despite these developments, the mortality rate for patients who present with massive or high‐risk PE remains high.[6](#rth212216-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#rth212216-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, there is a lack of robust evidence investigating or comparing each strategy as well as current standardized guidelines in the treatment of acute PE. Consequently, treatment decisions are often based on expert opinion, which can be inconsistent and variable. To address this need, multidisciplinary rapid response teams focused on PE have developed across the world. These pulmonary embolism response teams (PERTs) aim to expeditiously engage multiple experts simultaneously to generate a thoughtful, coordinated, and comprehensive treatment plan for each PE patient. Recently, these teams formed the PERT Consortium, an international nonprofit organization, whose goal is to guide and influence PE care. The purpose of this article is to define the PERT concept and purpose, describe the structure and operation, review the evidence for efficacy, and explore future directions for research that is needed to solidify the idea.

2. CASE PRESENTATION {#rth212216-sec-0004}
====================

A 64‐year‐old woman presented to the emergency department complaining of 1 week of cough and increasing dyspnea on exertion. Her symptoms had progressively worsened in the 24 hours before presentation, with associated scant hemoptysis and dull substernal chest pressure. She had a past medical history of hypertension, hypothyroidism, DVT, and PE 8 years prior but had been off anticoagulation for the past 6 months. On presentation, her vital signs were: temperature 37°C, blood pressure (BP) 109/56 mm Hg, heart rate 108 bpm, respiratory rate 22, and oxygen saturation of 92% on room air. Electrocardiogram showed sinus tachycardia. Labs were remarkable for a troponin of 0.46 ng/mL (normal \<0.1 ng/mL). A contrast‐enhanced chest computed tomography angiogram was ordered (Figure [1](#rth212216-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) which showed a saddle PE with extensive extension into bilateral pulmonary arterial branches and segments, and an enlarged right ventricle. She was immediately started on unfractionated heparin infusion (UFH) and transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU) for closer observation. Although low‐molecular‐weight heparin with its rapid and reliable bioavailability and excellent safety profile was considered, her initial providers preferred UFH, as they believed it allowed for optimal management flexibility, especially since advanced therapies may be considered. On arrival at the ICU, the patient\'s vital signs were: temperature 36.1°C, BP 136/76 mm Hg, heart rate 140 bpm, respiratory rate 34, and oxygen saturation of 96% on 4‐L nasal cannula. On examination, she appeared to be in mild distress, tachypneic, tachycardic, with clear lungs sounds, and without lower extremity edema. A transthoracic echocardiogram was done promptly on arrival at the ICU (Figure [2](#rth212216-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). It showed severe right ventricular (RV) enlargement with hypokinesis, interventricular septal flattening, and McConnell\'s sign (RV free wall dysfunction with sparing of apex).

![Contrast‐enhanced chest CTA showing saddle pulmonary embolism (thick arrows) (A--C), and enlarged right ventricle (thin arrow) (D). CTA, computed tomography angiography](RTH2-3-315-g001){#rth212216-fig-0001}

![Transthoracic echocardiogram showing severe right ventricular enlargement and interventricular septal compression. LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle](RTH2-3-315-g002){#rth212216-fig-0002}

The pulmonary and critical care fellow and attending physician evaluated the patient at the bedside and activated their PERT. After careful review of the patient\'s presenting history, comorbidities, bleeding risks, imaging, and labs, a multidisciplinary PERT meeting took place via telephone call, via a secure hospital call center. The meeting included members from PERT (fellow and attending), pulmonary and critical care team (fellow and attending), and interventional cardiology (attending) and had a duration of approximately 10 minutes. The patient was risk stratified as intermediate--high‐risk (submassive) PE, as she had signs of RV dilation on imaging and positive cardiac biomarkers. A detailed discussion ensued where each member of the team opined on various treatment options, reviewing the risks and benefits for this patient, and proposed a recommendation. Ultimately, a consensus decision was made to perform catheter‐directed thrombolysis (CDT). This plan was decided on and urgently executed given that the patient had an intermediate--high‐risk PE and signs of impending hemodynamic decompensation, based on clinical appearance, increasing heart rate (HR, 108‐140 bpm) and escalating supplemental oxygen requirements (O~2~ increased from room air to 4‐L nasal cannula), despite a few hours on therapeutic anticoagulation, adequate fluid resuscitation, and no contraindications to thrombolysis. An initial bolus of 1 mg of tissue plasminogen activator was given, followed by an infusion at 1 mg/h for 12 hours via bilateral catheters. UFH infusion was also continued with a low‐intensity protocol targeting an anti‐Xa range of 0.2 to 0.5 units/mL. The next morning, her vitals were: temperature 36.5°C, BP 142/82 mm Hg, heart rate 98 bpm, respiratory rate 18, oxygen saturation of 95% on 1‐L nasal canula. She appeared more comfortable and reported feeling better. The catheters were removed, hemoglobin remained stable, and she was transitioned to oral anticoagulation and discharged home on day 4.

3. DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF PERT {#rth212216-sec-0005}
=================================

This case illustrates the complexity with which PE patients can present and the urgency with which treatment decisions must be made. Recently, many promising and novel strategies have emerged to treat patients with acute PE. These treatments are wide ranging and include anticoagulation, systemic thrombolysis, CDT, catheter embolectomy, surgical embolectomy, and/or mechanical circulatory support devices. Deciding which therapy is most appropriate for each patient can be challenging. As demonstrated in this case, PERTs can bring together a multidisciplinary group of clinicians with expertise in the diagnosis and management of acute PE who collaborate to improve patient care. PERTs are often called to treat patients who present with submassive or massive PE; however, PERTs may also be helpful in determining the best course of treatment in low‐risk PE patients who have significant comorbidities such as intracranial hemorrhage where anticoagulation may be contraindicated. In the first 30 months at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), for example, the number of PERT activations for low‐risk PE patients increased over time, which may reflect the value of a multidisciplinary team approach in low‐risk but ill PE patients for whom management decisions are complex.[8](#rth212216-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} It is important to emphasize that the initiation of anticoagulation is paramount in the treatment of PE and must not be delayed unless contraindicated. With the emergence of this new approach to treating PE, concurrent management recommendations need to be implemented simultaneously with PERT activations and discussions.

The optimal structure of a PERT remains unknown, and its members vary by institution.[9](#rth212216-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#rth212216-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} It may involve critical care, pulmonary medicine, vascular medicine, emergency medicine, interventional and noninterventional cardiology, interventional radiology, vascular surgery, cardiac surgery, hematology, and pharmacy (Figure [3](#rth212216-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Each member has a crucial role in PERT. The initial steps in acute PE care, such as diagnosis and risk stratification, are often managed by emergency medicine specialists, although acute PE may also be diagnosed after a patient has been admitted. Then, either critical care, pulmonary medicine, vascular medicine, or cardiology provide an initial PERT consultation and gather relevant patient information. Endovascular procedures, such as CDT or catheter embolectomy, if warranted, are usually provided by interventional cardiology or radiology or vascular surgery. If a surgical thrombectomy is indicated, this is done by cardiac surgery. The hematologist on the team can provide expertise in anticoagulation selection and, if appropriate and feasible, duration as well as thrombophilia evaluation, if indicated. Finally, a clinical pharmacist is usually overseeing to ensure that dosing of different drugs, such as thrombolytics and anticoagulants, are appropriate and adequate. Importantly, these roles may vary by sites and country.

![Example of key PERT participants. PERT, pulmonary embolism response team](RTH2-3-315-g003){#rth212216-fig-0003}

The first PERT was created in 2012 at MGH.[11](#rth212216-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Thereafter, other hospitals formed their own PERTs. Given this rising interest, an inaugural meeting of over 30 institutions, convened on May 21, 2015, in Boston, Massachusetts, and the National PERT Consortium was established; the definition of a PERT was crafted and adopted (Table [1](#rth212216-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).[12](#rth212216-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Since this time, the Consortium has become international, with members from Europe, Asia, South America, and Australia. The vision of the PERT Consortium is to guide and influence PE care worldwide. With the goal of multicenter collaboration in education, research, and clinical guidelines, PERT created a framework of committees: Governance, Research, Education, Clinical Practice and Protocols, Development, and Communication. Each committee collaborates to create the infrastructure for advancement of PE care.

###### 

Definition of PERT according PERT Consortium Guidelines

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PERT is an **institutionally based multidisciplinary team **that must meet the following criteria: Ability to rapidly assess and provide treatment for patients with acute pulmonary embolismA formal mechanism to exercise a full range of medical, surgical, and endovascular therapiesProvide appropriate multidisciplinary follow‐up of patientsIf feasible, willingness to collect, evaluate, and share data regarding the effectiveness of treatment rendered
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PERT, Pulmonary embolism response team.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

4. STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF PERT {#rth212216-sec-0006}
==================================

There are many ways to create a PERT and the organization and structure of each one largely depends on the resources of the institution, the interests of its members, and the clinical demands of the community. Because the definition of PERT includes the ability to exercise a full range of medical, surgical, and endovascular therapies, several specialists are often involved in the system. A recent survey of 31 PERT programs found that pulmonary/critical care, interventional cardiology, and emergency medicine are the most commonly involved specialists, followed by cardiac surgery, interventional radiology, noninterventional cardiology, hematology, and vascular medicine.[9](#rth212216-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#rth212216-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Most PERTs have 3 to 5 specialists involved in their program, with 1 having 10 specialists. This survey also demonstrated that the institutional setting and organizational structure of each PERT varies. Although the majority of PERTs surveyed are in academic hospitals (71%), one quarter of the programs are in community hospitals. The size and management of teams also differ and range from a small intimate group to a large inclusive group and from 1 physician in charge of running the team to a steering committee overseeing the entire enterprise, respectively.

Similar to the diverse composition and organization of PERTs, the operation of each PERT differs across programs. Each PERT has an infrastructure that can rapidly identify appropriate patients, activate the team, and assemble necessary resources if advanced interventions are warranted. Often, teams will also arrange for comprehensive follow‐up care. Most programs have the entire multidisciplinary team respond to the initial PERT activation, and a tiered approach whereby a single physician consults on the initial response followed by a multidisciplinary team discussion for complex cases is less often practiced. The way teams communicate also vary. PERT‐specific or individual clinicians' pagers and telephone alerts are used to notify the point person on the team of a potential patient. Teams then use phone calls, conference calls, or virtual meetings to discuss the case. Occasionally, and if feasible, the patient or a family member is included in those conversations. To date, there are 32 published descriptions or reviews of how various PERTs establish, organize, operate, and/or manage their programs (Table [2](#rth212216-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).[9](#rth212216-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#rth212216-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#rth212216-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#rth212216-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#rth212216-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#rth212216-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#rth212216-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#rth212216-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#rth212216-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#rth212216-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#rth212216-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#rth212216-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#rth212216-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#rth212216-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#rth212216-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#rth212216-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#rth212216-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#rth212216-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#rth212216-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#rth212216-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#rth212216-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#rth212216-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#rth212216-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#rth212216-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#rth212216-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#rth212216-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#rth212216-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#rth212216-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#rth212216-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#rth212216-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#rth212216-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#rth212216-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} To identify published studies on PERT, we conducted a systematic search of the literature for publications in MEDLINE and EMBASE from inception to November 2018 using the following search strategy: (pulmonary) and (embolism) and (response) and (team or teams) or (PERT) or (PERTs). Articles were eligible for inclusion if the primary focus of the report was a description or review of PERTs. In total, we reviewed 68 published papers, and 32 were selected for inclusion.

###### 

Surveys and descriptive reviews of PERT programs

  Author                Year   Type of Article                                                                      Number of participants   Main findings
  --------------------- ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Surveys                                                                                                                                    
  Todoran               2018   Survey: In‐person administered during the second annual meeting of PERT Consortium   100                      Presentation of clinical practice questions and clinical vignettes. There was overall agreement with regard to criteria used for risk stratification of PE patients, but there was substantial variation in treatment strategies, the latter highlighting the needs for more clinical trial data.
  Barnes                2017   Survey: Online to PERT Consortium members                                            31 PERT institutions     Questions centered on core components of functioning PERTs (ie, type of institution, number of specialists on team, setup of activations). While all programs incorporate team‐based multidisciplinary care into their core structure, several different models exist with varying personnel and resource utilization. Understanding how different PERT programs impact clinical care remains to be investigated.
  Barnes                2016   Survey: Online to PERT Consortium members                                            31 PERT institutions     Questions pertaining to the organizational structure of PERT. Responses demonstrate the diversity of PERT programs, structure, and characteristics.
  Descriptive reviews                                                                                                                        
  Porres‐Aguilar        2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Discussion of the current role and strategies on how to leverage the strength of PERTs and their possible adoption worldwide.
  Rosovsky              2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of how to organize and structure a PERT, review of importance and reasons for creating a follow‐up clinic for PE patients after discharge, and exploration of how PERT programs are changing the landscape of PE treatment and may represent a new standard of care.
  Friedman              2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Narrative of how PERT can be timely, unify recommendations, and optimize care for PE patients.
  Rodríguez Chiaradía   2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Portrayal of role of pulmonologist in PERT.
  Rali                  2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Definition, risk stratification, management approach, and outcomes of submassive PE and the role of PERT in the management of these patients.
  Root                  2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Presentations of several cases to describe variations in PERTs currently in operation at different institutions as well as potential difficulties in forming a PERT.
  Giri                  2018   Review                                                                               N/A                      Critical appraisal of current literature on PERT and a call for clinical outcome‐driven trials to justify implementation of the PERT model.
  Nosher                2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of tools available for endovascular therapy of PE, with review of literature available to date on these methods and description of function of PERT.
  Galmer                2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Report on how PERT programs are being creatively customized in terms of their methods of operation, team structures, and practice patterns to meet needs of individual institutions based on available resources, skills, personnel, and institutional goals.
  Merli                 2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Review of major trials using peripheral thrombolysis and insight into need for a team approach to pulmonary care (PERT), standardization of pulmonary classification, and need for trials designed for both short‐ and long‐term outcomes using thrombolysis for select PE populations.
  Ozcinar               2017   Letter                                                                               N/A                      Letter querying whether surgical pulmonary embolectomy can be performed with acceptable outcomes without a PERT.
  Huisman               2017   Editorial                                                                            N/A                      Discussion of potential role of PERTs in Dutch hospitals. Hypothesizing that main advantage of PERT could be uniform management strategy that is supported by a multidisciplinary team including all key specialists in treatment of severe PE.
  Witkin                2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of rationale for and structure of PERTS, with focus on recognition and treatment of patients with persistent morbidity following PE, particularly those who may have symptomatic chronic pulmonary embolism or chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension.
  Zern                  2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Review of initial experiences of MGH PERT, creation of the PERT Consortium and discussion of future directions.
  Fasanya               2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Overview of venous thromboembolism and PERTs.
  Serhal                2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Overview of treatment guidelines for PE and of results from recent clinical trials involving patients with submassive PE as well as an outline of Cleveland Clinic approach and use of PERT.
  Kabrhel               2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Discussion of ways to integrate multiple specialists, with diverse perspectives and skills, into a cohesive PERT. Detailed description of purpose of forming a PERT, strengths of different PERT specialties, strategies to leverage these strengths to optimize participation and cooperation across team members, as well as unresolved challenges.
  Dudzinski             2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Review of various modalities available to treat the many phenotypes of PE and how PERTs can combine expertise from many specialties to generate consensus for treatment plans.
  Rodriguez‐Lopez       2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of PERTs.
  Dudzinski             2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of start‐up, organization, and performance of PERTs for diagnosis and treatment of acute PE.
  Huber                 2017   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description and discussion of the potential impact of a multidisciplinary treatment algorithm.
  Monteleone            2016   Review                                                                               N/A                      Case‐based approach to demonstrate how PERT concept and system generates a multidisciplinary treatment plan that encompasses goals and concerns of all clinicians involved and provides a forum for a coherent strategy to be vetted and carried out.
  Witkin                2016   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description and rationale for creation and implementation of PERTs.
  Corrigan              2016   Review                                                                               N/A                      Discussion of clinical challenges of PE diagnosis, risk stratification, and treatment that emergency physicians face every day and introduction of role of PERTs.
  McDaniel              2016   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of PERTs.
  Jaber                 2016   Review                                                                               N/A                      Discussion of the formation of PERTs and description of available treatment options beyond anticoagulation, with a focus on the interventional approach.
  Dudzinski             2016   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of PERTs.
  Reza                  2015   Review                                                                               N/A                      Description of PERTs, novel approach to PE care modeled after existing rapid response and collaborative teams.
  Provias               2014   Review                                                                               N/A                      One of the first descriptions of a PERT at MGH, detailing the structure and function, importance of research and educational activities, and the creation of the PERT Consortium.

MGH, Massachusetts General Hospital; N/A, not applicable; PE, pulmonary embolism; PERT, pulmonary embolism response team.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

As an example, to activate the PERT at MGH, any referring medical provider from either inside the hospital or an outside institution can call a 24‐hour/7‐days‐a‐week telephone number with the last 4 digits being PERT (7378). This call is then sent to the PERT fellow, who gathers pertinent information about the patient to help determine the severity of the PE (Figure [4](#rth212216-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). The fellow and attending physician of record will decide if the case warrants activation of the entire multidisciplinary team. If the whole team is needed, a page and email are sent to each specialist with a link to a web‐based virtual electronic meeting. During that meeting, the fellow outlines the patient\'s clinical course, and the team discusses various available diagnostic and treatment options. During that discourse, the team generates recommendations and then assembles the appropriate resources to carry out those recommendations, especially if advanced therapies are felt to be warranted. On discharge, patients are scheduled in a multidisciplinary follow‐up clinic to help bridge the gap between the patient\'s in‐hospital stay and their outpatient follow‐up care. During the follow‐up clinic visit, many issues can be addressed, including further inquiry into the cause of the PE, thrombophilia testing if appropriate, age‐appropriate cancer screening, anticoagulation management, scheduling removal of an inferior vena cava (IVC) filter if placed, and screening for long‐term PE complications such as pulmonary hypertension, post‐PE syndrome, and chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension. An essential feature of each PERT is the ability to include nontraditional PERT members when necessary, such as an obstetrician for pregnant patients or a neurosurgeon for patients with intracranial hemorrhage. Creating an infrastructure that can accommodate all the various aspects of each PERT is critical for its success.

![Activation of PERT at Massachusetts General Hospital. Parentheses indicate other ways to engage in a PERT activation besides what is done at Massachusetts General Hospital. PERT, pulmonary embolism response team](RTH2-3-315-g004){#rth212216-fig-0004}

5. EVIDENCE FOR EFFICACY OF PERT {#rth212216-sec-0007}
================================

Most patients with PE are successfully treated with anticoagulation alone, and many will have no lasting consequences.[41](#rth212216-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} However, there is a subset of patients at increased risk of rapid hemodynamic decompensation. Guidelines have been developed to help identify patients at risk for short‐term mortality and clinical deterioration. The American College of Chest Physicians,[42](#rth212216-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} American Heart Association (AHA),[43](#rth212216-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and the European Society of Cardiology (ESC)[44](#rth212216-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} recommend advanced therapy (other than anticoagulation alone) for patients with acute PE and sustained hypotension, classifying them as having massive PE (AHA) or at high risk (ESC); massive PE patients represent 5% of the PE population and have a 58% mortality risk.[45](#rth212216-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} However, the appropriate management is less clear for normotensive patients with evidence of RV dysfunction and/or elevated cardiac biomarkers. These patients are classified as having submassive PE (AHA) or at intermediate risk (ESC); submassive PE patients represent 25% to 40% of the PE population with a mortality risk ranging from 2% to 3% to 21% at 3 months.[45](#rth212216-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#rth212216-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Both the AHA and ESC defer management to clinical judgment in patients with a submassive/intermediate‐risk PE, a decision that is not straightforward given patient complexity and potential risks of advanced therapy. To this end, PERTs may provide the necessary clinical expertise.

Survivors of acute PE are also at risk for lasting adverse effects.[47](#rth212216-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#rth212216-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} In a recent prospective cohort study, almost half of PE patients have exercise limitation at 1 year, defined by percent‐predicted VO~2max~ \<80% on cardiopulmonary exercise testing, which influences their quality of life and degree of dyspnea.[49](#rth212216-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#rth212216-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Other cohort studies evaluating the degree of functional impairment following acute PE found that 45% to 52% of surviving patients exhibit a New York Heart Association heart failure score of ≥2 at 6 months to 3 years of follow‐up.[51](#rth212216-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#rth212216-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#rth212216-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} It is believed that the elevated RV and pulmonary arterial pressures caused by occlusive thrombus cause cardiovascular damage and subsequent maladaptive remodeling, decreasing the ability to adapt to exercise. It has been postulated that the rapid unloading of the right ventricle and increased thrombus clearance through advanced therapy may help prevent such remodeling. The limited evidence has so far been inconsistent. Data from the MOPETT (Moderate Pulmonary Embolism Treated With Thrombolysis) trial showed significant immediate reduction in pulmonary arterial pressure that was maintained at 28 months' follow‐up in PE patients receiving thrombolytic therapy vs. anticoagulation only.[54](#rth212216-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} However, data from the PEITHO (Pulmonary Embolism International Thrombolysis Study) trial showed that thrombolytic treatment did not affect long‐term mortality rates, residual dyspnea, or RV dysfunction vs. anticoagulation alone.[41](#rth212216-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

Data from a recent multicenter registry indicate that management of acute PE remains poorly standardized, and advanced therapy (other than anticoagulation alone) is underutilized. Only 2% of all patients with PE and 9% of patients with massive PE are treated with thrombolysis.[3](#rth212216-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The PERT model aims to streamline the care of patients with PE and, in particular, expeditiously identify patients with massive (high‐risk) or submassive (intermediate‐risk) PE who may benefit from advanced therapies and initiate and coordinate appropriate treatment.

It remains to be determined whether the PERT approach leads to improved survival, reduces long‐term complications, or is cost‐effective. PERT is still a novel concept. As such, there are no randomized controlled trial data or robust clinical evidence evaluating the PERT approach, though efforts are under way to bridge this gap.[55](#rth212216-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Current available data from 12 prospective and retrospective studies are summarized in Table [3](#rth212216-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}.[8](#rth212216-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#rth212216-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#rth212216-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#rth212216-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#rth212216-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#rth212216-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#rth212216-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#rth212216-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#rth212216-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#rth212216-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#rth212216-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#rth212216-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} To identify these published studies on PERT, we conducted a similar systematic search of the literature as we did for Table [2](#rth212216-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Articles were eligible for inclusion if the primary focus of the report was a prospective or retrospective study involving PERTs. In total, we reviewed 68 published papers, and 12 were selected for inclusion.

###### 

Retrospective and prospective studies of PERT programs

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Author       Year   Type of article                    Study population                                                                                               Time span                                                                          Treatments administered                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Main findings
  ------------ ------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Rosovsky     2018   Interrupted time series analysis   440 patients; 212 pre‐PERT and 228 post‐PERT                                                                   10 y 2006‐2012 pre‐PERT and 2012‐2016 post‐PERT                                    Pre‐PERT: Systemic intravenous thrombolysis (5%), CDT (1%) surgical thrombectomy (4%)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                More patients underwent catheter directed therapy (1% vs. 14%, *P*  \<  0.0001) or any advanced therapy (19 \[9%\] vs. 44 \[19%\], *P * =  0.002) post‐ PERT. Interrupted time series analysis demonstrated that this increase was sudden and coincident with implementation of PERT, and most noticeable among patients with submassive PE. There were no differences in major bleeding or mortality pre‐and post‐PERT implementation.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Post‐PERT: Systemic intravenous thrombolysis (5%), CDT (14%), surgical thrombectomy (4%)                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Al‐Bawardy   2018   Prospective cohort series          13 patients with PERT activation who required ECMO within 3 d                                                  Since initiation of PERT in 2012                                                   8 patients received systemic thrombolysis, 3 received CDT, and 4 received surgical embolectomy (2/4 also had systemic thrombolysis)                                                                                                                                                                                   Patients with massive PE who suffer cardiac arrest may undergo ECMO in conjunction with systemic thrombolysis or CDT, or as a bridge to surgical embolectomy.

  Mahar        2018   Retrospective chart review         134 patients                                                                                                   1 y, 11 mo October 2014‐September 2016                                             65 (55%) patients received anticoagulation only, 14 (12%) CDT, 16 (13%) systemic half‐dose rtPA, 6 (5%) systemic full‐dose rtPA, 6 (5%) surgical embolectomy, and 4 (3%) mechanical thrombectomy.                                                                                                                     The majority of PERT activations that took place were for intermediate‐risk PE (68%). There were no bleeding events among patients who received systemic half‐dose or full‐dose rtPA; however, 3 of the 14 patients receiving CDT experienced bleeding events. Overall, 8.3% of patients receiving thrombolytic therapy had bleeding events.

  Elbadawi     2018   Questionnaire                      Survey of 73 trainee physicians at large academic institution                                                  Administered at end of academic year after PERT had been functioning for 1 y                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Trainee physicians at a large academic institution perceived an enhanced educational experience while managing PE following PERT implementation. Comparing before and after PERT implementation, residents and fellows perceived enhanced confidence in identifying (*P* \< 0.001), and managing (*P* = 0.003) submassive/massive PE, and increased knowledge of indications for systemic thrombolysis and surgical embolectomy (*P* = 0.04 and *P* \< 0.001, respectively). Respondents self‐reported an increased fund of knowledge of high‐risk PE pathophysiology (77%), and 71% favored broad implementation of a PERT similar to an acute myocardial infarction team.

  Kolkailah    2018   Retrospective chart review         133 patients with submassive PE                                                                                14 y, 7 mo October 1999‐May 2015                                                   62 (47%) patients received CDT, and 71 (53%) pulmonary embolectomy.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   PERT helped determine the most appropriate treatment. Follow‐up echocardiography was performed in 61% of the cohort, 76.5% of which demonstrated resolution of RV dysfunction.

  Sista        2018   Retrospective chart review         124 patients                                                                                                   1 y, 8 mo January 2013‐August 2014                                                 CDT was administered to 25 (20%) patients, systemic thrombolysis to 6 (5%), and anticoagulation alone to 54 (44%).                                                                                                                                                                                                    PERT activations increased after the first 10 mo, and the majority of activations were for patients with submassive PE (90.8%). Rates of bleeding and mortality did not correlate with treatment. Major bleeding occurred in 2 of 31 (6.4%) patients receiving thrombolytic therapy.

  Carroll      2017   Retrospective registry review      72 patients                                                                                                    13 mo August 2015‐September 2016                                                   Patients were managed with anticoagulation alone in 65%, systemic thrombolysis in 11%, CDT in 18%, and ECMO in 3%. An IVC filter was placed in 15%.                                                                                                                                                                   The majority of PERT activations were for submassive PE (83%); 13% experienced a major bleed with no intracranial hemorrhage. Major bleeding occurred in 6% of patients receiving thrombolytic therapy. Survival to discharge was 89%.

  Deadmon      2017   Prospective cohort series          561 patients enrolled of which 446 had confirmed PE and location: 283 from ED, 100 from floors, 63 from ICUs   All PERT patients with telephone request for activation in longitudinal registry   Across all locations, 276 (66%) patients received anticoagulation alone, 48 (11.5%) CDT, and 20 (4.7%) systemic thrombolysis. ICU patients were most likely to be treated with thrombectomy or thrombolysis and had highest rates of IVC filter placement (34%).                                                      PERT activations from different clinical locations (ED, floor, ICU) differ in terms of patient presentation, PE confirmation rates, treatments, and outcomes. Activations from the ED or floor were more likely to be for confirmed PE than from the ICU. Among confirmed PE, ICU patients had more severe PE with greater hemodynamic instability. PERTs should be customized to support the different needs of each clinical area.

  McNeil       2017   Letter                             457 PERT activations; 317 during day and 140 at night                                                          Not specified                                                                      CDT accounted for 81% of interventions in the night group but only 55% of the day group. Systemic thrombolysis and surgical embolectomy were more common in the day group.                                                                                                                                            No statistically significant difference in the median time to intervention, the rate of interventions within 24 h of activation, or 30‐d mortality between the day and night groups.

  Kabrhel      2016   Retrospective cohort series        394 patients                                                                                                   2 y, 6 mo since initiation of PERT in 2012                                         The majority (69%) were treated with anticoagulation alone. CDT was performed in 28 (9%) patients, systemic thrombolysis in 14 (5%), surgical thrombectomy in 8 (3%) patients, and suction thrombectomy in 1 (0.3%) patient. IVC filters were placed in 47 (15%) patients, and 8 (2%) patients were placed on ECMO.   The PERT paradigm was rapidly adopted with activations increasing 16% every 6 mo after implementation. Bleeding complications were similar among patients treated with CDT and anticoagulation alone, both 4%.

  Bloomer      2015   Retrospective chart review         31 patients treated with CDT                                                                                   2 y, 5 mo January 2012‐May 2014                                                    All 31 patients were treated with CDT.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Report of an innovative treatment approach to 31 patients with acute PE that incorporated a PERT and implemented a regional referral system to facilitate patient transport and reduce time to intervention.

  Kabrhel      2013   Retrospective review               30 patients                                                                                                    12 wk since initiation of PERT in 2012                                             2 (8%) received CDT, 5 (20%) had an IVC filter placed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                The first published description of the novel PERT at MGH. The initial experience suggests that an innovative, multidisciplinary PERT can streamline the care of patients with severe PE and that there is high demand for this approach.
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CDT, catheter‐directed thrombolysis; ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive care unit; IVC, inferior vena cava; MGH, Massachusetts General Hospital; PE, pulmonary embolism; PERT, pulmonary embolism response team; rTPA, recombinant tissue plasminogen activator.
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Preliminary results from early adopters suggest that PERT facilitates access to advanced therapies. An interrupted time series analysis demonstrates an increase in the proportion of PE patients undergoing any advanced therapy, from 9% to 19%, after the introduction of PERT.[65](#rth212216-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} This increase is largely attributed to greater utilization of CDT, which grew from 1% to 14%, and reports from other PERT institutions show similar use of CDT.[8](#rth212216-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#rth212216-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#rth212216-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#rth212216-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} Possible reasons for the increase in CDT cases include (1) greater awareness and recognition of severe PE, (2) inclusion of interventional specialties in the management of PE, (3) evidence from the PEITHO trial that systemic thrombolysis prevents hemodynamic decompensation in intermediate‐risk PE,[46](#rth212216-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} and (4) the perception that CDT causes less bleeding than systemic thrombolysis.[67](#rth212216-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} The increased use of advanced therapies did not seem to result in increased major bleeding or mortality in these series.[65](#rth212216-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#rth212216-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} This may be due to continued improvements in catheter technology and technique, more stringent monitoring of patients receiving thrombolytic therapy, or improved protocols. However, the sample sizes in these studies may not have been large enough to accurately describe CDT\'s bleeding risk.

As a consult service, PERT has been well received by adopting institutions. Several institutions report increasing numbers of PERT activations over time after implementation,[8](#rth212216-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#rth212216-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#rth212216-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#rth212216-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} which may be an indirect measure of success. PERTs are readily activated and respond rapidly irrespective of the time of day; an analysis of 457 PERT activations comparing daytime vs. nighttime activations showed no significant difference in the median time to intervention, rate of intervention within 24 hours after activation, or 30‐day mortality.[64](#rth212216-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Providers value the expedited and individually tailored treatment plans formed by the consensus of expert opinion. The majority (89%) of surveyed trainee physicians at a large PERT institution believe that a multidisciplinary team improves the care of patients with high‐risk PE, and 71% favor broad implementation of PERT.[60](#rth212216-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH {#rth212216-sec-0008}
=================================

While the growth of the PERT model has been exponential, and numerous manuscripts have been published describing the development of similar teams (Tables [2](#rth212216-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#rth212216-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}), objective evidence confirming the effectiveness of the approach is still limited. Most of the research studies published to date are descriptive in nature.[8](#rth212216-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#rth212216-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#rth212216-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} While these studies have been helpful in describing the PERT model and expected effect of implementation, several key questions remain to be answered. The most important of these are (1) do advanced therapies provided by PERTs improve clinical outcomes? and (2) does the multidisciplinary decision‐making process integral to the PERT approach change clinical care in a positive way? Future research should be directed toward answering these questions. In addition, work is required to show that the PERT approach is cost‐effective and consistent across centers.

6.1. Does PERT improve clinical outcomes? {#rth212216-sec-0009}
-----------------------------------------

### 6.1.1. Interventional therapies for PE {#rth212216-sec-0010}

Early therapeutic anticoagulation in acute PE is crucial, and even when additional therapeutic modalities are considered, anticoagulation should not be delayed unless contraindicated. Several studies provide evidence that PERTs frequently employ interventional approaches in the treatment of PE. For example, reports from 3 PERT centers (MGH, Cleveland Clinic, and New York University) indicate that CDT is used in 5% to 32% of high‐risk PE, and 9% to 27% of intermediate‐risk PE.[8](#rth212216-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#rth212216-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#rth212216-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} A single‐center report from MGH also found a significant increase in the use of advanced therapy and CDT after the implementation of the PERT program.[65](#rth212216-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}

However, there are no data to date correlating the increased use of these therapies with improved clinical outcomes. This is partly because there are no large‐scale clinical trials demonstrating a clinical benefit of CDT for PE. Data in support of CDT are thus far limited to 1 placebo‐controlled clinical trial (ULTIMA \[Ultrasound Accelerated Thrombolysis of Pulmonary Embolism\]) of 59 patients,[68](#rth212216-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} a clinical trial (OPTALYSE PE \[Optimum Dose and Duration of Acoustic Pulse Thrombolysis Procedure in Acute Intermediate‐Risk Pulmonary Embolism\]), comparing different doses of thrombolytic without a nonthrombolytic control group,[69](#rth212216-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} and several case series.[70](#rth212216-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#rth212216-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} In both clinical trials, the primary end point was change in right ventricular to left ventricular (RV:LV) ratio. The clinical importance of this outcome to patients is unclear. Moreover, in ULTIMA, while there was improvement in RV:LV ratio 24 hours after CDT, there was no difference at 90 days. Similarly, the OPTALYSE PE trial showed improvement in RV:LV ratio and thrombus burden within 48 hours of treatment. However, there was no difference in this outcome with varying doses of thrombolytics. The lack of an observed dose‐effect could be interpreted as evidence that lower doses of CDT are as effective as higher doses. However, dose‐response is one of the Bradford‐Hill criteria for causation,[72](#rth212216-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} so lack of such an effect could also be interpreted as evidence that CDT is not the basis for improvement in RV:LV ratio. Of course, therapies provided by PERTs are not limited to CDT. Multidisciplinary teams also facilitate access to surgical thromboembolectomy, percutaneous mechanical thrombolectomy, and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO).[56](#rth212216-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#rth212216-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#rth212216-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Data supporting these therapies are even more limited than data supporting CDT, and reports are entirely limited to case series. Thus, the first step in demonstrating the effectiveness of the PERT approach may be demonstrating the effectiveness of therapies provided by PERTs. Otherwise, PERTs may be viewed as merely causing overtreatment with potential harmful and expensive interventions that are not proven beneficial. Determining whether specific therapies improve outcomes is a prerequisite for determining whether PERTs improve the appropriate selection of therapies. Establishing the appropriate timing of therapeutic intervention will also be important, as studies have yet to show that early intervention is associated with improved outcomes.[64](#rth212216-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} It will be challenging but critically important that studies are powered to assess patient‐centered clinically important outcomes. Fortunately, outcomes like inpatient and 30‐day mortality, recurrent VTE, and bleeding are rare. Long‐term morbidity is also difficult to assess, and no gold‐standard criterion exists for its measurement. To address these challenges, novel methods and large, Consortium‐based studies will be necessary to demonstrate benefit of advanced therapies and the PERT approach.

6.2. Does the PERT decision‐making process improve PE care? {#rth212216-sec-0011}
-----------------------------------------------------------

### 6.2.1. The multidisciplinary rapid‐response team {#rth212216-sec-0012}

More than simply facilitating access to advanced therapies, the main innovation of the PERT approach is the provision of real‐time, rapid, multidisciplinary consultation and discussion. The concept of rapid response teams is not new, and similar teams have been applied to the treatment of stroke, ST‐elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), trauma, and shock.[75](#rth212216-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#rth212216-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#rth212216-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#rth212216-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#rth212216-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#rth212216-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} For patients with impending shock, cardiovascular collapse, or airway or respiratory compromise, rapid response teams have been shown to reduce mortality in both adults and children.[64](#rth212216-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#rth212216-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#rth212216-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} It is therefore logical to extrapolate this evidence to the PERT.

In contrast to most PERTs, stroke and STEMI teams are typically composed of specialists from a single specialty (eg, neurology or cardiology). Thus, these teams are less notable for their multidisciplinary nature than their ability to expedite access to a single treatment (eg, thrombolysis or percutaneous angioplasty). In contrast, PERTs bring together a multidisciplinary team of medical and surgical specialists, each with their own expertise and perspective. PERTs rely on their ability to achieve consensus or at least an agreed‐upon plan of care. Whether the multidisciplinary exchange of ideas improves the care of patients with PE is not yet known. This is especially true since, unlike some other rapid response teams, it is less clear that interventional therapy for PE is beneficial or time dependent.

While the benefit of bringing together multiple perspectives seems intuitive, doing so is resource intensive. The activation of a PERT and multidisciplinary discussion requires infrastructure, albeit minimal, and specialists must be available and willing to contribute their time. Research is required to show that this real‐time multidisciplinary decision making of PERT changes decision making. There is already some indirect evidence of this. Individual clinicians acting alone may be reluctant to make decisions regarding advanced therapies, whereas multidisciplinary discussion may provide reassurance that other clinicians agree with a given therapeutic approach, especially when that approach is associated with a higher risk of bleeding. Thus, the fact that more patients undergo advanced therapy when a PERT is available suggests that a PERT does change clinical decision making.[65](#rth212216-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} However, as above, use of advanced therapies is likely influenced by the resources available and other differences between institutions, and whether the decision to employ advanced therapies improves patient outcomes requires more research.

### 6.2.2. Practice variation and quality care {#rth212216-sec-0013}

There is no standard approach to creating a PERT, and there is variability in the structure of PERTs across institutions.[9](#rth212216-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#rth212216-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} There also appears to be substantial variation in the use of specific therapies across institutions with PERTs.[9](#rth212216-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#rth212216-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Unpublished data from the PERT Consortium show that the use of CDT varies from 0% to 20% across institutions, and the use of advanced therapies varies from 16% to 46%. Whether this variation is related to different patient demographics and risk profiles or due to potential biases that may be inherent in the PERT process such as resources available in an institution or experiences or treatment preferences by the selected PERT members is not known. However, the presence of such practice variation may represent a call to action to optimize clinical decision making.[83](#rth212216-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Thus, future research should explore whether practice variation across PERTs belies variation in quality care, and whether standardization of practice would improve outcomes.

### 6.2.3. Cost‐effectiveness {#rth212216-sec-0014}

As above, implementation of a PERT requires investments in infrastructure and clinician time. Currently, there is no mechanism to provide reimbursement for multidisciplinary care, so much of the multidisciplinary approach endorsed by PERT relies on physician volunteerism. In addition to costs associated with creating a PERT program, future research must consider costs associated with the use of advanced therapies, patient length of stay, and disposition (eg, ICU admission). In one placebo‐controlled clinical trial (TOPCOAT \[Tenecteplase or Placebo: Cardiopulmonary Outcomes at Three Months\]), intravenous thrombolysis therapy was associated with shorter hospital length of stay and decreased duration of ICU admission for patients with intermediate‐risk PE.[84](#rth212216-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} It is possible that the PERT approach may have a similar beneficial effect, but research is required to demonstrate these outcomes.

### 6.2.4. Prevention, follow‐up, and education {#rth212216-sec-0015}

While the primary focus of most PERT programs is acute inpatient care, integrating multiple specialists into a single "PERT follow‐up clinic" may improve long‐term treatment and secondary prevention.[12](#rth212216-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} For example, rates of IVC filter removal are low, so research demonstrating that follow‐up in a PERT clinic improves these rates would be inviting.[85](#rth212216-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#rth212216-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, future research should explore whether involving hematologists/oncologists in outpatient PE care improves compliance with age‐appropriate cancer screening. Several studies have demonstrated that medication adherence decreases significantly over time, especially with anticoagulants.[87](#rth212216-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} Having patients participate in a dedicated PE clinic may help encourage medication adherence as well as ensure appropriate dosing, as incorrect dosing is associated with an increase in adverse events.[88](#rth212216-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} Numerous studies have also shown that PE is associated with decreased quality of life and physical function,[86](#rth212216-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#rth212216-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#rth212216-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#rth212216-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} but identifying post‐PE complications is difficult.[92](#rth212216-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Established PE follow‐up programs may help identify patients who should be screened for post‐PE syndrome, postthrombotic syndrome, or chronic thrombotic pulmonary hypertension. Finally, the presence of a PERT team may represent an opportunity to improve education for patients and trainees. Multidisciplinary discussions of a PERT are, by their nature, inclusive and interactive. One published survey found that trainees participating in PERT discussions considered them beneficial to their education and understanding of PE care.[60](#rth212216-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} Some PERTs involve patients or family members in shared decision making during case discussions as well. Whether this practice aids in patient and family understanding and satisfaction should also be explored.

6.3. Current and future PERT endeavors {#rth212216-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------

To date, there are 89 institutions that have a PERT registered with the PERT Consortium. Importantly, there are hundreds of other hospitals and institutions around the world that treat patients with PE and may not know about PERT or have the resources or infrastructure to create such a team. To address this need, many operational PERTs are reaching out to their neighboring communities to let them know about their multidisciplinary approach to PE care and to provide their services if needed. The PERT Consortium has also become a venue for institutions to collaborate on many aspects related to patient care. Currently, the PERT Consortium is working on a consensus practice document including PERT algorithms aimed at providing a comprehensive review of diagnosis, management, and follow‐up care of PE patients. This document is being created by a group of experts from a multitude of disciplines who are carefully reviewing the available literature along with practice surveys and algorithms from many institutions. The PERT Consortium hopes that these decision‐making tools will be helpful to clinicians when deciding which patients are candidates for various treatment options. Moreover, as more institutions join the PERT Consortium, there is opportunity to collect a substantial amount of information on PE patients. Indeed, the PERT Consortium has recently created a centralized database that will allow institutions to benchmark their performance and quality of care with other institutions. This quality‐of‐care information will be especially important in establishing the effectiveness of PERTs.

7. CONCLUSION {#rth212216-sec-0017}
=============

The PERT is a novel team‐approach program with the purpose of providing better and more coordinated care to acute PE patients by facilitating rapid consultation and expert consensus with a multitude of experienced specialists. PERT streamlines interdisciplinary communication, obtains consensus in patient care, and organizes and mobilizes resources to execute the agreed‐upon plan. Thus far, numerous descriptive and retrospective studies demonstrate that it is feasible to create such a multidisciplinary team and that there are many ways to establish a PERT. The formation of the PERT Consortium is a venue through which these teams together can collect data that can help inform treatment decisions, influence guidelines and algorithms, guide hospital policy, and shape future research in PE care. This additional evidence will help evaluate the value of this innovative model and determine if this collaborative approach improves PE outcomes, changes clinical care in a positive way, is cost‐effective, enriches patients' quality of life, and advances the science of PE treatment.
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For more information about PERT, please go to: [www.pertconsortium.org](http://www.pertconsortium.org)
